
Mapping Day: Briefing notes for telephone tree.
Dear  Andy, Alice, Jackie, Gabriel, Ruth and Jo

As you may have seen, we have recently sent out an email seeking support for putting the plan 
into action and initially coming along to the “mapping day “ that we discussed at the last core group 
meeting. We want to follow this up with phone calls during August to people who we know are 
interested in practical activities. Please can you verify that you are happy to phone those shown 
against your name and that you are happy to talk through the briefing notes below. If you have any 
questions please phone 756064.

Thanks
Richard and Ben

Person to phone number caller
John Fisher 01453 752828 Ben
Adrian Leaman 01453 752577 Ben
Seb Buckton 01453 763 495

07920 725 467
Gabriel

Mike Wakeford 01453 751714
07872 644 475

RK

Richard Lewis Alice!
Cathy Beeching No number Andy
Martin Large 07765 006 829 Jackie
Mark Harrison 01453 752484 Ruth
Andy/Nadine 01453 840351 Gabriel
Clare 07875 148 451 RK
Steve Rush 01453 766870 Jackie
Greg 07891 995 878 Ruth
Nigel Westaway 01453 764088 Alice
Chris (and Martha de Laan) 07947 362 662 Andy

Table of names and phone numbers

Briefing note.
General

1. Many people have been involved and everyone has had ample opportunity to engage with 
the setting up processes and with the plan making and we are now moving into delivery.

2. Philosophy of plan: to delegate  opportunities to make choices and take responsibility to 
people within the plan's agreed framework – to have fun with friends and family, learn new 
things about woodlands and caring for them

Specific
3. seek help at a practical mapping day in September and in particular get people to sign-up 

to taking on a patch and inviting others to join in; taking responsibility for planning practical 
activities. 

4. get some dates from people – Saturdays and Sundays in September and October
5. note and send information gathered for collation to all on this email list


